What our customers think
of  AzureProject.........
“Bringing innovation to the yachting Industry”
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SMAR - Azure release a brand new version of AzureProject!!
In this new version of AzureProject we see some awesome new options for sail design,
strengthened performance analysis capabilities and a greatly improved user experience
AzureProject is the integrated sail design
software which allows sail designers to move
effortlessly among all the various design, optimization and fibre layout phases.
The latest version of AzureProject adds
some clever new options for shaping the mold
of a sail. The user can now choose to add a
section below the tack, extending the mold
below the foot of the sail. The foot is then
cut from the mold using the shape defined by
the user in the ‘foot curve editor’.
This image
shows the improved results
seen when
using the new
wake relaxation
tools found in
the new
AzureProject

A J105 sailplan designed using AzureProject, this particular yacht
was placed highly in the J105 Midwinter Races - US.
Courtesy of Pedro Gianotti

“Last December we purchased AzureProject
in order to update our sail designs. Since
then we have seen a great improvement
in the quality of our sails as well an ease in
production. We would like to thank SMARAzure’s team members not only for such a
fantastic product but also for the technical
support the have given us”

Pedro Gianotti -Uk - Halsey Houston

“When using the AzureProject tools, I have
realised that I can produce so many wonderful sails. I would like to extend my gracious thanks to all the SMAR-Azure team
and wish to express my gratitiude for giving
me the motivation needed to make such
awesome sails! I look forward to more improvements with the software”

Travis Meindl - Ullman Sails- San
Diego

A photo of “Ichi Ban” who’s sailplan was also designed
using AzureProject, “these sails have completed two Sydney to Hobart races with no alterations, and looked amazing straight out of the bag”
courtesy of Ian Broad - Hood -Sydney

“By using AzureProjects detailing functions
you can save yourself valuable time and
money. The details include.....tellltales,
camber strips, spreader marks, telltale windows, UV strips and reef slots these are all
available to be marked on the sail. AzureProject includes some incredibly time saving
functions which start to show in your profit
margins almost straight away”

Chris Owen -Sail trim coach- Scotland

  Other Important Company News.
It is also now possible to include vector draw
ings on sails from simple DXF files. This
method can be used for anything, from sail
numbers to complex company logos.
The sail analysis tools have also seen some
significant developments including improved
and higher density mesh used for the aerodynamic and structural analysis of sailplans, and
a quicker, more stable sail structural analysis
solver to help calculate the flying sail shape.
AzureProject is modular software which can
be purchased in its individual modules alllowing the sail designer to acquire a software which meets their individual needs.

• The second AzureProject user group
meeting will be held on Monday
12th November 2012 in the RAI Amsterdam. AzureProject users will
meet to discuss the softwares future
development, any current issues
and techniques available to aid the
use of the current software.
• SMAR-Azure’s Exhibit at METS 2012
will be in the Superyacht   Pavillion
from the   13th - 15th November
2012.
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Dr.Sabrina Malpede
sabrina@smar-azure.com
+44 131 610 7627
www.smar-azure.com

